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GDTEOP A;THIC DIGEST 
Published by the Philadelphia College of Osteopathy. Twice a month--College Year. 
No.1 
Large Freshman Class Osteopaths Subscribe Annual Meeting 
Hospital Association To Interest Fund The class matriculating at the Phila-
delphia College of Osteopathy this year 
is one of the largest in the history of Report of Board of Directors Read by 
President Alfred P. Post 
Pledges Will Expedite Building 
Program the institution . lV!oreover, in thor-
oughness of prepaparation and in gen- The annual meeting of the contribu· At a special meeting of the Phila-
uine enthusiasm for osteopathy this tors to the Osteopathic Hospital of delphia County Osteopathic Society 
class ranks high. Several of these stu- Philadelphia was held in the College held June 21 at the college, the mem-
dents come from osteopathic families. Assembly Room Tuesday evening, bers of the profession .pledged them-
It speaks well for the Philadelphia September 20. Mr. Gustave C. Aberle, selves to subscribe to a fund to guar-
Co!lege that so many practitioners are Dr. Francis J. Smith and Dr. C. D. B. antee annual fixed charges on $100,000 
sending their sons and daughters here. Balbirnie were re-elected to board in order that a new college building 
The college guarantees to give these membership for a term of three years. may be started at once. 
students full value in ge1f.1ine oste-, Mr. Alfred P. Post, president, gave The Board of Directors cannot see 
opathic instruction. For eight weeks the following report in behalf of the their way clear to assume the interest 
during the past summer a dozen mem- directors: charges on the entire amount of cap-
hers oi the class were prepared for The activities of the Osteopathic ita] indebtedness that is involved in 
Pennsylvania examinations in college Hospital of Philadelphia during the the large building program that is out-
sciences. Many departures from former past year are here briefly outlined. lined. It is necessary therefore that 
methods of instruction, especially in It is again with the, utmost satisfac· college and hospital income be guar-
anatomy, are planned for the benefi t tion that the Board of Directors is anteed in an amount equal to 6 per 
of the new class. The college faculty able to report revenues in excess of cent. on $100,000. Six thousand dol-
greets this class with enthusiasm and expel:•ses, and this without taking into Iars annually is the maximum to be 
expects a continuation of the fine account the receipt of Mr. Child's mag pledged. 
spirit already displayed. nificent donation for a new hospital About $2.500 of the guaranteed 
Students from fourteen States and building or the several smaller, but amount has been pledged to the fund 
two foreign countries are represented 110ne the less welcome, contributions. to make up any deficit in earnings. 
as follows: The board is informed that the in- Pledges may be called ' upon for only 
Connecticut --------------·-------- 4 st itution has been remembered in the part of their guarantee, and perhaps 
Delaware ------------------------- 5 will of Joseph Hepworth, the deceased in some years not at all. It will de-
Florida --------------------------- 1 having been a patient of Dr. Edward pend entirel y on the institution's in-
Maine ---------------------------- '1J G. Drew. come. 
Ma ryland ------------------------- 1 Hospital reve1:•ues this year to date This guarantee fund when com-
Massachusetts --------·------------ 11 were $46,950.59, or an increase of pleted will assure us of buildings and 
New 'Hampshire ------------------ 1 $5,648.10 over the same period last ecruipment second to none in the coun-
Michigan ----------------·--------- 1 year. while expenses were $6,479.8':: try and on a site tha t will bring Oste-
New Jersey -------·------------ - -- 18 greater than last year. opathy be.fore the public eye in a 
New York ------------------------ 22 For the betterment of hospital serv- manner long hoped for by those of us 
Ohio ------------------------------ 1 ice a paid resident physician was em- who have fought the hard fight for 
Pennsylvania --------------------- 32 played providing a closer discipline so many years. 
Rhode I sla nd --------------------- 5 over internes as well as affording in- Dr. 0. J. Snyder is chairman of the 
Canada --- ----- ------------------- valuable experience to the incumbent. Committee of the County Society to 
England -------------------------- An additional superviser for nurses procure pledges. Although he person-
Philippine Islands ---------------- was employed, this being made neces- ally agreed to pledge $200 a year for 
lotal -------------------------- .lOi 
Big Turn-Out on Dufur Day 
The 
~ary by the increased numb er of five years, he has already turned in 
nurses in training. Through the pur- $1.200 in cash. 
chase of X-ray equipment the hospital The subscriptions as signed up for 
has operated its own department, at to date are as follows: 
Reminiscences of Dr. Charles 
W. McCurdy, Former Dean 
Dr. Charles W . McCurdy, who has 
just celebrated his 71st birthday, is 
here in the hospital recovering from a 
min or operation. He graduated from 
the Philadelphia College in June, 1903, 
and before securing his diploma was 
made dean in 1902. He kept that of-
fice until 1908. The rapid advance of 
osteopathy brought him as a member 
of the faculty in September, 1901. 
where he taught 15 hours a week and 
lectured in practically every subj ect 
at that time. 
It is interesting to know that there 
were only three or four men who con-
stituted the faculty. In 1901 there 
were only two rooms in the Wither-
spoon Building that were reta ined as 
both office and college. The college 
was later moved to Lancaster Avenue. 
They again moved to North Broad 
Street and then to Pine Street and 
finally to the present site. 
Dr. !VlcCurdy has been practicing 
until last June, having spent the last 
twelve years in Canada, with remark-
able results. Twenty -five years of 
constant osteopathy has brought him 
complete satisfaction not only in him-
self, but in his enthusiam for its fu-
ture. His home at Dansville, N. Y ., 
considers him a family _physician. He 
feels that with the development today 
of so -called specialists, especially 
among the medical profession, that the 
best way that osteopathy can reach 
the world in general is to make incom -
ing classes develop an ideal and that 
is really the old physician's viewpoint 
e:f serving the community and famil y 
as a family physician . 
"The great stride for personal glory 
llas made too many specialists and the 
ilmily in the rural communities has 
become · completely forgotten. The 
~'ery fa ct that there are only seven 
cst.eopathic colleges in the world com-
pared with hundreds of medical 
(Continued on page 3) 
an expense this year to date of Dr. 0. J. Snyder -- - - -- -- - ---- - $200.0~ 
$3,707,94 (the new arrangement, how- Dr. E. G. Drew - ---- - ··-------- 100.00 
ever, showir:•g a profit of $2,305.06, as Dr. Foster C. True ----------- 100.00 
,::ompared with $537.85 last year). The Dr. H. Walter Evans ----- -·- 100.00 
property committee's report will indi- Dr. Paul T. Llo.vd ··- - - ---- -- 100 00 
/ ~~te"t~1e L e~;'7~1t to ,whic.h n\ai~1tenance 1 ~r . ~-. Will~rd Stel!'t1ttr· ~-- --- 100.001 Dr. George V. Webster 
15, at the Dufur Sanitarium· at Am- ot the buildings has been kept up. Dr. Edgar 0. Holden -------- 100.00 
bier. These improved services thus briefly Dr. Charles J. Muttart - - - - - 100.00 
mentioned account for approx imatelv Dr. Arthur D. Cam pbell ___ __ 100.00 
all the increased expenses of 1927, and Dr. Francis J. Smith ----- - - - 100.00 
the board feels they will have the ap- Dr. Frederick Long -·-------- 100.00 
proval of the Hospital Association. Dr. Edward A. Green ___ ___ __ 100.00 
There remained in th e hospita l Jan· Dr. Charles .f. F urey -------- 100.00 
uary 1, 1927, thirty-two patients. Dur- Dr. David B. Pennock -------- 100.00 
ing the eight months e1:·ding August Dr. C. Paul Snyder ---------- 100.00 
31, 589 patients were ad mitted for Dr. Ira W. Drew ---- - -------- 100.00 
treatment in the rooms and wards of Dr. M. Francois D'Eliscu ____ 100.00 
the hospital. The number of hospital Dr . .f. Ernes t Leuzinger ______ 100.00 
patient days was 8,412 and th e average Dr. Charles .f. Gruber -------- 100.00 
daily number maintained was thirty- Dr . Harry A. Stegman _______ 100.00 
five. There were performed 325 major Dr. George L. Lewis ---------- 50.00 
(Continued on pago 4) . D1·. T ~ r G . r:.o.oo . ames l,. c tugan ------- - u 
Dr. Edna K. Williams -------- 50.00 
Hospital Statistics Dr. Jean Shepe rl a - ----------- 50.00 
R t f th S . Dr. C. Haddon Souclen ___ _ ____ 50.00 
epor o e upenntendent for the Dr. T H Sl h 50.00 
Month of September Dl·. · · arry ' aug -- --- ---- -
William Spaeth ---------- 25.00 
At that time Dr. Dufur's sixty acres 
of rolling land was made the play-
ground of some 195 students, and, t oo. 
of a number of the faculty, repre-
sented by the presence of such mem-
bers as Dr. and Mrs. J. Ivan Dufur. 
host and hostess of the day; Dr. and 
Mrs. Samuel L. Bailey, Dr. and Mrs. 
J. Francis Smith, Dr. and Mrs. Walter 
F. Clayton, Drs. Edward G. and Ira W. 
Drew, Dr. H. Walter Evans, Dr . J. 
Ernest Leuzinger. Dr. M. Francois 
D'Elisru, Dr. George YV. Gerlach. Dr. 
Ruth H . Winant, Dr. Carlton Street. 
Drs. Edgar and Orrin Copp, Dr. William 
C. \Veisbecker, Dr. Ralph L. Fischer, 
Dr. Ernes t A. Johnson, Dr. George S. 
Rothmeyer, Mrs. Henrietta C. Peter-
son and Drs. Beck and Wilkin of the 
hospita l sta ff. Patients discharged during Septem-
D · th ft bao .. eba ll ber: 
Dr. John A. Cola ha n --------- 25.00 
Dr. George D. N oeling _______ 20.00 unng e a ernoon a ,, 
game (?I was waged between the Var- Private --------------------------- 13 
si t y and Faculty, bringing a trium- S'em'i-private --- ------------------ 27 
phant v ictory to the Faculty with a Ward ---------------------- - ------ 32 
Dr. Marion E. Futer ~:.:_ ______ 20.00 
Dr. 'Villiam S. Delp - --------- 20.00 
Dr . Edwin H. Cressmnn ______ 10.00 
Dr. Leo vVagner ----- ------ --- 10.00 score of 16 to 6 ; while many bridge 
"fan s" collected in groups about the 
spacious verandas of the sanitarium 
to while away the time with ca rds : 
others lost themseles in the whir of 
football ski rmishes, and still others 
explored the grounds and the san i-
tarium making themselves know n to 
the patients. Visitors were not even 
wanting in the apple orchard. 
Late in the afternoon all outdoor 
(Continued on pago 4) 
72 
Patients discharged: 
Cured ---------------------------- 27 
Improved - - ---- - -----·---------~-- 10 
.Relieved -------------------------- 5 
This is the subscription blank 'being 
mailed out by Dr. Snyder's Commit-
tee. Additional copies will be fur --
nished upon request. 
Subscription 
'\dmitted for diagnosis only-------
Deaths within 48 hours -----------
Deaths institutional ~- -----------­
Released ---------- · --------~------
~a bor ____ ------- ___ ·--- -------- __ _ 
New- born ------- - -------~--------
\VHEREAS, The Philadelphia Col-
42 lege of Osteopathy and the Oste-
1 opathic Hospital of Philadelphia, for 
2 the purposes of fi na nci ng its building 
2 program, and meeting its other lawful 
1 obligations, is about tb issue its 6 per 
13 cent. Sinking Fund Gold Bonds. pa y -
11 able 20 years after elate of issue, and 
Visits College 
The president of the American Oste-
Jpathic Association, Dr. George V. 
.Webster, Carthage, N. J., arrived in 
Philadelphia Sunday morning, Octo-
Jer 23. Dr. Webster had been attend-
ng the convention of the l\Iiddle At-
antic States at Richmond, Va.. to 
which place he had made a hurried 
journey from the Ontario Convention 
at Toro nto. A group of the local pro-
fession, Drs. Flack, Muttart E . G. 
) rew, Long Ritner, Lloyd, Street, 
Dean Holoden and E. H . Downing. of 
;\'ork, Pa ., welcomed Dr. Webster. Dr 
.Webster was greatly interested in the 
method employed by the college clinic 
and hospital to record Osteopathio le -
sions and tlie progress made in the 
treatment of same. Dr. Frederick 
Long is the au thor of the so- called 
"Ostogram" for recording lesions and 
will write a nd lecture on the subject 
in these columns, the journal of the 
A. 0. A. and the Convention platform. 
Dr. Webster feels that this is a marked 
achievement, adaptable to all private 
practices as well as institutions. 
Dr. Webster advised Dr. Mutta rt he 
would accept the invitation of the 
Philadelphia County Osteopathic So-
ciety to address its members at an 
early meeting. He states that its next 
annual meeting will •be held io 
Kirksville probably during the week 
of August 6, the IOOth annivermry of 
the birth of Andrew Taylor Still. 
Meeting of Technicians 
Dr. M. F. D'Eliscu 
Leaves for Japan 
Granted Leave of Absence by Faculty 
72 
. nfection~ on admission --------- - 4 
~onsultations asked and obtained.. 4 
subject to earlier redemption through Standardization of Terminology Pur-
the operation of a Sinking Fund. as in pose of Meeting 
Our athletic director, " Dely ,'' has 
bee n gran ted a !eave of absence by 
the faculty of the college to make a 
trip to J apa n and help the combined 
athletic organizations unite into a solid 
hodV similar to our own A. A. U. Dr. 
D'Eliscu. who is national vice-pres-
ident of the Amateur Athletic Union 
of the United States. will also lecture 
on swimming and corrective gymnas-
tics. 
Dr. D 'Eliscu before leaving has ar-
Autopsies: 
)steopathic -----------------------
New- born -------------------- ----
Causes of death: 
Acute dilatation of heart ---------
Prematurity -------------------- --
Chronic interstitial nephritis __ ___ _ 
Still-born ________________________ _ 
said bonds a nd the Indenture securing 
them is to be provided; 
NOW, THEREFORE. The sub-
1 scriber, a member of the Osteopathic 
1 profession, in considera tion of the ad-
vantages to accrue to the profession 
2 from an improved a nd modern College 
and Hospital: of similar promises 
1 made bv other subscribers; and to 
1 make the said bonds more readily 
1 saleable to the public bv securing the 
1 Interest and Sinking Fund require-
ranged . with the aid of his managers, 4 
ments thereof, does hereby bind and 
oblige himself. to pay to the Treasurer 
of the Philadelphia Colle~~;e of Oste-
opath~' and the Osteopathic Hosnital 
of Philadelphia, on demand or call, as 
hereinafter provided, the sum of $ 
annually, for five years from the elate 
one of the best schedules in basketball Number of surgical operations ___ _ 46 
ever attempted hy the college. The 111 patients were treated during the 
program of the college year has been month for a total of 976 hospital davs 
completed and things should move a t an average cost per patient per dav 
along smoothly. of $6.55. 
Dr. D'Eliscu expects to return as Out-patients, Osteopathic: 
soon as possible to continue with hi~ New patients admitted ---------- 94 
work at the college. Treatments given ________________ 1022 
hereof. 
It is understood and agreed betweer 
(Continued on page 4) 
Dr. Char!es J. Muttart. head of the 
Department of Osteopathic Diagnosis 
~nd Tech nique, announces a meeting 
of instructors in technique in the vari-
ous departments of the college, clinic 
nnd hosp ital in the assembly room on 
Thursday evening, November 10. at 8 
P. M. The objective will be to work 
out, teach and demonstrate a ~.tand­
ardized technique. Besides Dr. Mut-
tart, the members of the profession 
who teach and demonstrate technique 
to the students are: Drs. Peter H. 
Brearley. H. Walter Evans, Charles H . 
Soden, Harry Stegman, S. Bailey , Ed-
win Cressman. George Rothmeyer, 
Frederick A. Long, Wm. J. Furey. 
James Eldon, F. Stombaugh, Edward 
A. Green, Foster C. True, Joseph Py. 
George L. Lewis, Wilbur Lutz, J. 
Ernest Leuzinger. J. Francis Smith. 
OCTOBER 30, 1927 
Prospects Bright for Suc-
cessful Basketball Season 
The outlook for this season is very 
bright, as most of last year's regulars 
are back and the large Freshman class 
is expected to produce severa l good 
men. A fine, but difficult, Varsity 
schedule has been arranged by Man-
ager Devine. With the interest run-
ning high and the backing of the en -
tire student body and fa cui ty assured, 
Coach Secor expects to produce a 
ormidable quintet. 
Captain Reid Laughton will pilot 
the team this season and he, with 
Sullivan, last year's captain and star 
centei', and fighting Jack Bradford, all 
J!aying their fourth year of basket-
1Jall at P. C. 0., are out to make their 
ast year one to be remembered. Von 
~ohr, another fourth-year man, and 
fhomas, who earned a place on the 
varsity last year by his bang-up play-
ng, are both anxious to ge t into ac-
;ion. Parker, who gave a good ac-
:oun t of himself last year, until forced 
lUt because of injuries, is expected to 
make a good showing. "Red" Ellis, 
popular West Philadelphia High star 
and letter man of two seasons ago, is 
back in school, and his presence should 
be a big factor. With a possibility of 
Jther Freshmen being Varsity mate-
·ial, and with members of las t year's 
;econd team battling for a Varsity job, 
.here will be plenty of competition. 
Several home games have been ar-
·anged this season and other games 
Jeing near, plenty of opportunity will 
Je afforded the students to see their 
;earn in action and demonstrate their 
;pirit and support. 
The Varsity schedule arranged to 
iate is as follows: 
December 7-Temple University. 
December 10- 'Vashingt on U ni ver-
'sity. 
I _ 
December 13- Delaware University. 
December 17-Villanova College. 
December 21-St. Joseph's College. 
::allege. 
J a11uary 2($..-."Grove City College. 
J anuary 27-l\hthlenberg College. 
February 17--Thiel College. 
February 18-Schuylkill College. 
February 22-Haverford College. 
February 25-Moravia College. 
At the last convention at Denver, 
;he various colleges held a meeting 
r.nd discussed the possibility of inter -
ect.ional basket ball games. The Phil -
.delphia College stands . ready to :neet 
Chicago, Kirksville, Des l\{oines and 
Kansas Citv. This should prove one 
lf the most interesting and progressive 
r.teps athletically for a ll the institu -
tions. 
The prospects for Freshman basket-
Jall are also very brilliant this year. 
Dr. "Puc!" McHenry, sta1· athlete Class 
Jf '27, will coach the team this year 
mel a great deal is expected of the 
boys. 
Freshman manager, Bruce Thomas, 
has arranged a very interesting sched-
ule including several of the public 
high schools in the city . This will 
be the first year in the history of 
Freshman sports that the public high 
schools will be met. A schedule of 
fifteen games is being arranged, and 
those 8eceured to date are as follows: 
December 9-Philadelphia N01'mal 
School. 
December 13 - Germantown High 
School. 
Ta nuarv C>---Swarthmore Frosh. 
(Continued on page 4) 
Pennsylvania State 
Meeting at Harrisburg 
Dr. Charles J. Muttart. president of 
the State Association , has called a 
neeting at the Penn-Harris Hotel, 
Harrisburg, Saturday evening, N ovem-
Jer 6, 1927. Instructions to the oste-
)pathic member. Dr. H. M. Vastine, of 
he "Healing Arts Commission," will 
Je of central attention. The Healing 
1\rts Commission was appointed by the 
} ove rnor last vear to hold conferences 
md formulate a bill regulat ing the 
1ealing art in Penr1sylva nia, after 
tudying the laws of the various 
)tates and other countries. It is prob-
!ble that the Basic Science La\v will 
)e discussed when the Commission 
neet .~. It is desired at Harri sburg to 
:onsider t.hese sub_iects so that our 
·epresentative on the Commis.sion 
:an be properly advised of the opinions 
.nd wishes of our profession and au-
thorized to act in their behalf. 
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Greetings 
The initial issue of the Osteopathic 
Digest, a newspaper to be published 
semi-monthly during the college year, 
takes form herein. The purposes for 
which an instrument of this character 
are intended permit of ready analysis. 
Long-conceived need of a , mirnive 
informipg of institutional activities 
urged its inception. By no means, 
howeer, does its intent stop here. 
Rather does its significance begin as 
an organ of communication about the 
progress of osteopathy periodically in 
the sphere of its observation and ex-
c1nnge. 
Particularly is it hoped to direct at-
tention to and advise of educational 
endeavors and achievements. No less 
is the constraint to inform of incli-
vidual or group findings in profes-
sional matters of intellectual and prac-
tical value to the reader. Economic, 
legal, social and sporting recourses are 
other items to r.ompel its issuance. 
That its aim shall in measure be to 
monlcl opinion on topics and problems 
of the clay cannot be gainsaid. As a 
medium to promote esprit de corps it 
should fill a valuable office. 
E. 0. H. 
Standard Curriculum 
Adopted at Denver 
Bureau of Colleges, A. 0. A., Agree 
On Hours 
The heads of the six recognized 
Osteopathic schools in a meeting of 
the Bureau of Colleges, with Dr. 
~~~j8i~l: as v¥~~:r~~;~n;~;~~:~~~· o~t· u~;, 
form departJ11ents • and . terminology 
for all colleges, ip addition to agree· 
1"DGu)i:.lM:l9fl J11it:liryli~J ....... ·t'lt1.0:r1Jer~ of hnttt•' 
to be devoted tp each subject. The 
representatives iqf the va!"ious colleges 
were: Chicago, Dean John H. Ray· 
mon; Des Moines, Dean C. vV. John· 
son; Kansas City, Dean J. M. Peach: 
Kirksville, President George H. 
Laughlin; Los Angeles, P•·esident L. 
van H. Gerdine; Philadelphia, Dean 
Edgar 0. Holden. 




Descriptive ... , . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 300 
Dissection , ....... . ...... , ...... 250 
Histology ,. . ,. .. ,. ,. ,. ,. ,. 1 SO to 175 
Embryology ................ , . . 75 
Research on the 
Chemistry of Odor 
Many, indeed most, of the forms of 
matter all around about us affect our 
;!factory nerves so that definite feel-
ings and sensations are produced within 
us and we are said to "smell" them. 
Smell, however, is by far the least ef-
ficient of our entire set of senses, and 
because of this fact and the extreme 
difficulty of minute study and re-
search, the investigation of odor has 
received far too little scientific a tten-
tion. The nerve mechanism and the 
sensory organs through which smell 
functions are crude in man and poorly 
developed. They do not begin to de-
tect the traces of odoriferous particles 
of rna tter as readily as the sensory 
organs of lower animals, say for in-
stance, the clog. Such insects as ants, 
bees, etc., are believed to have a far 
more superior, if not more powerful 
;:en se of smell than man. It is already 
well developed in the Echinoclerma ta. 
A blinded starfish even at some dis-
tance can scent the crab which serves 
as its food. In how far certain ap-
paratus in the feelers of insects are 
to be regarded as organs of smell is 
doubtful. May (Diss., Kiel, 1887) has 
shown that certain organs of smell ex -
ist in the outer branches of the anten-
ntles of many crabs. In vertebrates 
we find the organs of smell consisting 
Jf neuro-epithelial cells, whose exter-
1al processes are elongated into cilia, 
.'upon the surface of the mucous mem-
brane. In the clog, for example, these 
(e!1 arrangements are so delicate that 
ts sense of smell is so pronounced and 
o highly developed that when it no 
onger functions properly the canine is 
·aiel to be "blind." 
The purpose of this inve•stiga tion, 
.vhich we began about five years ago, 
s to determine the exact cause of 
'mell as a sensation, just as we know or 
Jrofess to know the exact cause and 
ource of light, sound, heat, etc. 
The first objectionable feature that 
neets the scientific investigator in the 
lelcl of the chemistry of smell is the 
pparent lack of a sensible method of 
lassific:.tion of the thousands of odor 
·ensations we. know and remember. 
From the purely psychological stand-
>oint, psychologists maintain that 
there are only two odors, namely, agree-
(Continued on page 4) 
Perthes' or Leggs' Disease 
Perthes' disease, sometimes known 
ts Osteochondritis Deformans J uve-
1alis Coxae, is typcially one that af-
fects the young child, generally seen 
to occur during the first decade. It 
is a disease of the hip joint causing de-
fects and deformity in the epiphysis 
of the head of the fr:nur. 
Etiology---Traumatism is the etio-
ngic factor most often met with. 
though investigators seem to differ 
somewhat as to definite etiology of 
the disease. Nutritional diseases, as 
·ickets and infections, chiefly tuber-
culosis, are said to play a relative 
part as to the cause. Congenital de-
Approximately ................ 750 fects may be regarded as a causative 
Physiology ·ossibility. 
Hours Symptomatology-The onset of the 
disease may be and mos(t often is 
ushered in with few svmptoms other 
300 ,than a limp, with moclerate degree of 
Lecture 
Laboratory (Minimum Lab. not 
less than 1·3) ... , ...... , 
~·ain. Physical examination shows 
300 limited internal rotation and as well 
Chemistry 
Hours 
imitecl abduction. As the disease 
progresses there is necrosis of the head 
lf the femur with the epiphyseal car-
.ilage and neck of the bone involved. 
'i;xamination at this time shows short-
Inorganic .. , , .................. 200 
Organic ... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 
(Ratio Inorganic to Organic 
2 to 1) 
Physiological , ...... , . , ........ . 
Pathology, Bacteriology and 
Immunology 
ening of the affected leg and a troph:1 
175 Jf gluteal and thigh muscles. 
Pathology-Pathologic changes are 
480 seen to vary with the stage and period 
Hours 
d the disease. Exploratory incision 
will show excess of fluid present in the 
joint, the femoral head is seen to be 
flattened and may extend beyond the 
nargins of the acetabulum. In the 
a ter stages of the disease fragmen ta-
Bacteriology .................. , . 150 
Pathology ....................•. 250 
400 tion of the head may occur with de-
fects in the cartilage, necrosis about 
the center of the epiphysis, with ex-
tension and involvement of the fem-
Comparative Therapeutics 
Hours 
Comparative Therapeutics (con· 
trasting Chemical and other 
methods with osteopathic meth· 
ods) .••.•..... , .. , .......... . 
Toxicology .................... . 
Anesthesia •...... , .. , .•....•...• 
Narcotics and Antiseptics ...... . 
Hygiene and Sanitation 
oral neck. 
Diagnosis-Generally there is a his-
76 tory of pain, not severe in character, 
36 which is located about the hip joint 
24 or referred to the knee; at times the 
24 pain may be present about the knee 
oint alone. X-ray examination shows 
Hours 
160 flattening of the femoral head and 
acetabular roughening, later there is 
fragmentation of the head with ac-
companying atropic changes. The 
epiphysis is irregular and the articular 
Hygiene and Sanitation ....... , . 120 
Practice of Osteopathy 
Hours contour hazy. This type of lesion is 
Practice of Osteopathy.... . . . . . . 12 to be differentiated from tubercular 
Principles ..• , . . . . . . . . . • • . . • • • . • 75 disease of the hip joint and at times 
Technique . , , ......... , ......... 150 ,this is difficult, though in tubercular 
Laboratory Diagnosis . . . . . . . . . . . 60 disease X-ray studies of the hip joint 
Physical Diagnosis (1-3 Min. show the atropic changes more marked 
(Continued on page 4) (Continued on page 4) 
The Osteogram The Basic Science Law 
The semi-diagram of the spine which Dean Holden Addresses the Faculty 
has been in use on most of the osteo- in Opposition to It 
pathic record sheets for the charting "A member of a Board of Exam-
of lesions has been inadequate from iners in osteopathic subjects, not hav-
two standpoints. First, it does not ing attended or studied in an osteo-
show the various types of lesions clif- pathic school, can know nothing of 
ferentiatecl. Second, it provides for this art and science. There is defi-
no follow-up of the lesion after it has nitely and distinctly a concept, an 
been found. Lesions have been class- understanding, an interpretation, an 
ifiecl as extension, flexion, rotation application of the philosophy and the 
sicle-bencling, etc., but there has not principle of osteopathy taught in every 
been, to my knowledge, any chart or basic subject. In osteopathic schools 
record sheet upon which this differ- the subjects, anatomy, physiology, pa-
entiation could be quickly and ac- thology, bacteriology, biology, chemis-
curately shown. vVithout an accurate try, etc., are presented by teachers in a 
charting at the original examination manner that applies definitely to the 
it has been impossible to follow the osteopathic concept. Board Exam-
lesion through treatment to determine iners in' these subjects should be qual-
and record exactly what happened to ifiecl to direct their questions in equal 
it. There has been, therefore, no ac- channel and with like viewpoint. The 
curate basis' for the study of the rela- very first principles of education and 
tion of lesion correction to changes In as well of philosophy literally precli-
the symptoms and physical signs. It cate an intelligently informed osteo-
is desirable from, the standpoint of re- pathic board. How can a board mem-
search to be able to compare these ber examine fairly and honestly, in 
clinical changes with progressive lesion subject matter of which he knows but 
changes as recorded during treatment. little, the members of a profession 
We have been talking about this rela- with which he has nothing in com-
tionship, but have no way of showing mon? 
the records as kept at the time. To state "The central argument of the oppo-
it briefly there has been a need in oste- sition will undoubtedly be that the 
opathic procedure of a chart or record basic sciences are the same, i. e., anat-
sheet upon which could be recorded omy is anatomy, physiology is phys-
every type of structural and functional iology, etc. Such is to be admitted 
perversion which we have been pleased as true only in a measure. The iclen-
to call osteopathic lesions, and at the tity of osteopathic anatomy osteo-
same time provide a method in con- pathic physiology, osteopathic pathol-
junction with the foregoing to make a ogy, osteopathic diagnosis, etc., can be 
record of all the changes through established beyond refutation. Truly, 
which the lesion or lesions pass clur- any one of the basic sciences lacks the 
ing treatment. osteopathic 'stamp.' Thus: 
It was with the idea of filling these "'Osteopathic Physiology' Equals 
two needs that I devised the osteo- Physiology 'Plus.' 
gram. "Around this 'plus' centers the dif-
As its name implies it is a record ference, the crux of the situation. Each 
of bony changes which we call osteo- of the osteopathic basic sciences com· 
pathic lesions. It has a twofold pur- prises more than the bare formal mecl-
pose. First a method of recording all ical matter. The 'plus' indicates 
structural and functional spinal scientific deductions, verifiable obser-
changes exactly as they present them- vations, the application of the sciences 
selves and in such a manner that any as well as their form. Their cold. pas-
one at all familiar with the various sive material is activated in the osteo-
!esions as based on possible spinal pathic viewpoint. There is a clepar-
movements may recognize at once the ture from the scope of these sciences 
particular nature of the lesion repre- subscribed to by the medical investi-
sentecl. Its second purpose is to pro- !!ator. The fiefcl of the ost.eonathiD 
vide a method of recording all the basic sciences is not comprehended by 
various changes and degrees of correc- any except those trained in it. Oste-
tion through whi6·h the lesion passes opathic examiners logically must be 
during tre<t""-+i'<'h~ thus showing the physicians informed of the teachings 
exact relationship between the cor- of its school.'' 
rection of lesions and changes in the 
symptoms and physical signs of the 
case at the time correction is made. 
The first portion of the osteogram 
s a spinal diagram. Instead of the 
;emi-diagram as is ordinarily used. 
this diegram is made up of lines con-
necting or passing through points or-
dinarily used as landmarks in the 
diagnosis of lesions. Changes in the 
position of these various points are 
marked quickly and accurately by the 
use of twelve symbols. By the use 
of these symbols in various combina· 
tions any possible structural change 
with its attendant functional perver-
sion may be recorded. This recording 
does not depend upon any particular 
classification or nomenclature of le-
sions, but only upon the structural 
changes present. These symbols show 
not only vertebral lesions, but also rib 
lesions, sacro-iliac and coccygeal le-
sions, 
The second portion of the osteo-
gram is composed of vertically and 
horizontally ruled columns. The hor-
izontal columns each represent a seg-
ment, including occiput, vertebrae, 
ribs, sacro-iliac and coccyx. The ver-
tical columns each represent one com-
plete subsequent examination and 
each is elated at the top. Upon this 
portion of the osteogram is recorded 
the progress of the lesion during treat-
ment and the various stages through 
which the lesion passes during correc-
tion. This recording is clone quickly 
and in a small space by the use of a 
shorthand system. The characters 
used in this portion are made up of 
combinations of three of the original 
symbols. This keeps the number of 
symbols used clown to a workable 
number. There is space in this por-
tion of the osteogram for fifteen sub-
sequent examinations. The records as 
kept in this portion show definitely 
what is happening to the lesions as 
charted on the spinal diagram and 
also show any lesions which may oc-
cur after the original examination has 
been made. Thus may be kept an 
osteopathic chart as accurate and use-
ful for its purpose as the temperature 
chart. 
The os·teogram is now in routine use 
in the Osteopathic Hospital of Phila-
delphia. It provides for the cases in 
this institution not only an accurate 
record of the original lesions present 
upon entrance, but also provides a 
Osteopathic Society 
Elects New Officers 
Rochester District Osteopathic Asso-
ciation has elected the following of-
ficers: President, Dr. Clarence J. vV. 
Beal; vice-president, Dr. Henry A. 
Whitefield; secretary and treasurer, 
Dr. Aurelia Avery; directors, Dr 
Ralph H. Williams, D. M. C. Vaughan 
and Dr. T. H. Martens. 
A resolution of sympathy was 
adopted Saturday on the death of Dr. 
Clinton D. Berry, past president of the 
local organization, and president of the 
New York Osteopathic Society. 
The Rochester Association will send 
delegates to the State convention at 
Schenectady Otober 28 and 29. 
Recent Additions to Hospital 
A graduate dietitian has been placed 
in charge of the preparation of all 
diets and the teaching of eli a tetics to 
student nurses. This is the first time 
in the history of the hospital that we 
have had this service, and we antic-
ipate a great measure of satisfaction 
n scientific study of selected cases. 
A very welcome addition to the ma-
~erni ty department is a Pilling electric 
breast pump, a gift of Dr. E. G. Drew, 
chief of the obstetrical department. 
fhe pumping of a breast with an elec-
cric breast pump is absolutely painless 
co the mother and much better results 
are obtained than with the hand 
pump. It has been used with good 
·esults for stimulating the secretion of 
milk and for treatment of fissured 
11ipples. 
The very latest type of stereoscope 
has been added to the equipment of 
the X-Ray Department. 
method of following these lesions right 
through to the conclusion of the case, 
thus establishing a definite means for 
comparing lesion changes with changes 
in the symptoms and physical signs. 
This is of inestimable value to future 
osteopathic research. By the use of 
the osteogram we may compile actual 
records of the many things about 
which we have been talking, but never 
able to accurately and rJcientifically 
show for want of an adequate osteo-
pathic record.-Dr. Frederick C. Long, 
620 Real Estate Trust Building. 
(Editor's Note: This is the first of a 
series of editorials on this subject.) 
Born in St. Louis, Mo., 1866. His 
parents reared in Cincinnati, 0. Mi-
grated to \Visconsin in 1868. Lived in 
the village of Buffalo. Entered nor-
mal school at vVinona, Minn., at the 
age of 14. Began teaching at 17 and 
at 20 was superintendent of science in-
struction for the city schools of 
vVinona. Entered Columbia U niver-
sity at the age of 23, from which in-
stitution he holds the degree of "Mas-
ter of Science." Took partial course 
in medicine at Columbia and at Uni-
versity of 1\Iinnesota. \Vas Examiner 
and later Special Examiner of the 
United State Pension Bureau for five 
years. During this service he learned, 
for the first time, of the new school 
of healing, called Osteopathy. After 
some investigation, a near relative, 
suffering from a trophy of the optic 
nerve, doomed to blindness, so de-
clared by several of the most eminent 
specialists here and a broad, decided to 
try out this new system much against 
the advice of medical doctors and 
friends. In one and one-half years 
she was completely cured and could 
engage in the finest kind of work 
without even the use of glRsses. This, 
together with many other marvelous 
cures, determined Dr. Snyder in tak-
ing up the study of Osteopathy, which 
he did and graduated in 1899. He was 
shortly after elected president of a 
corporation that organized and created 
the Philadelphia College of Oste-
opathy, which office he held for seven 
years, managing the institution and 
lecturing daily to the students be-
sides carrying on a large private prac-
tice. 
In 1914 the Academy of Osteopathic 
Clinical Research was founded and 
Dr. Snyder became its first president. 
fhis office he relinquished in 1916 
when he was elected presiclen t of the 
American Osteopathic Association. 
Throughout his professional life Dr. 
Snyder has always taken an intense 
interest in the educational and legal 
advancement of Osteopathy. He 
served on both the Education and 
Legislation Committees of the Na-
tional Association for many years. It 
was also his duty, as president in the 
State Association cl uring the nine 
years of its legislative struggles to se-
cure legal regulation in this State, to 
pilot the various osteopathic bills that 
were introduced in the Legislature. 
Dr. Snyder has always stood for high 
eel uca tiona! standards for the profes-
sion and has persistently striven to 
maintain the educational standards for 
.Osteopathy on a parity with those re-
:quired of medical students in medical 
'colleges. 
Dr. Snyder insists that the practice 
of Osteopathy comprehends all that 
has been scientifically proven to be of 
,therapeutic value. He denounces the 
.'unwarranted and reckless acceptance 
of any new fad or fallacy that is of-
fered in the name of therapeutic sci-
ence and that has not been proven 
scientifically nor stood the therapeutic 
tests of efficacy. 
Dr. Snyder is a thorough exponent 
(•f the finest conception of Dr. Andrew 
faylor Still's own conception of the 
scope and sufficiency of the Osteo-
pathic philosophy and his private 
practice may well be styled "specialty 
in pure and true Osteopathy.'' 
Dr. Snyder is a member of the Phil -
adelphia County Osteopathic Socie~j', 
:the Pennsylvania Osteopathic Asso-
:ciation, the American Osteopathic As-
sociation, the Iota Tau Sigma Frater-
nity, the Phi Sigma Gama and the 
Ben Franklin Club of Philadelphia 
His diversion, as a respite from his 
professional duties, is gardening. 
OSTEOPATHIC DIGEST 3 
Dr. M. P. Hitner Advocates to assimilate them. 
Periodic Health Examinations Normal blood circulating freely pro-
duces normal tissue. For diagnostic 
Broadcasts Over Station WIP, purposes there is nothing more vatu-
Philadelphia able than the exact knowledge of all 
One of the hi-products of the late the ingredients, and their proportion, 
war has beell• interest and attention in a patient's blood. Knowledge is 
focus ed on the health of the individ- power, and a blood chemist can tell 
ual. Facts concerning the physical you what is actually lacking in your 
condition of soldiers were brought to blood, and what bas to be done to 
light in the training camps of the .cure you . Curi1:•g you may not be so 
country and awakened the people to simple, but at least there is no guess 
a sense of the vast amount of disease work in your diagnosis. 
which might be prevented. Even Con- There is no better thermometer of 
gress, in a natioe•wide movement to- hea lth than the blood. Through the 
ward preventive medicine- a name measurements of the laboratory it is 
which included all curative measures possible to discover th e first indica-
-crea ted a Social Hygiene Board, and tions of disease and to check them, 
new d epartments were opened in nor- through simple changes of food or 
mal schools and colleges. Physicians daily habits, before they . become a 
from all parts of the country began to menace. 
emphasize the need of individual The artery is supreme, as Dr. Still, 
periodic health examinatioP.• in the , in- the "grand old man" of Osteo pathy, 
teres t of the commun~ty. The great use to put it. But the artery must 
industries of the country also, always be able to carry without obstruction 
on the lookout for efficiency measures, its life-giving quality to every part 
immediately saw the value to them of of the body. The moment of iP.•ter-
maintaining the health of their work- ference, he pointed out, marked the 
ing force, and of becoming acquainted beginning of disease. It is upon the 
with the h ea lth record of individual freedom of the flow of blood and the 
units in their employ. They realized ,free circuit of nerve energy through-
that m a ny a law suit might have been out the body that the organs of in-
averted had employers been able to ternal secretion depend. 
prove that. workmen had disease when The human body can most correctly 
first employed an•d that such did not be called a living machin e. It is sub-
develop through their work. j ect to maladjustment as all machir:•es 
It was in 1914 that one of the larg- . are. To function properly there must 
est life insurance companies in the be an absence of friction and a co-
Eas t ex tended to certain of its policy relation between the parts. As in all 
holders what it called "the privilege machines, when there is roughness of 
of periodic physical examinations," action the cause should be investi-
feeling that such health examinations gated. But men and women not only 
would result in added years of life do e•ot give the human machine the 
for the insured and justify the large care and oversight they give to hu-
amount of money involved. man mechanism, but they often delay 
One of this compan•y's recent pam- calling in a trained body mechanic, 
ph lets says : "Since 1914, 200,000 of when every symptom points to serious 
these examinations have been made. disorder. 
A study made in 1920 showed that If you recognize the body as a deli-
among the first 6,000 persons exam- cate and highly organized machine, 
ined the death rate was 28 per cent. you must also acknowledge that it 
lower than had been expected by the will function better and last longer if 
American Men Table, and 24 per cent. it is given intelligent care. 
lower than that among all ordinary The Osteopathic- physician bases his 
policy holders insured ir.• the company theraphy on correction of structural 
during the same period. A review of derangements, together with the em-
this same group made in 1924 has ployment of all other remedial meas-
shown that the mortality among these ures except the use of drugs internally. 
exam ined policy holders has continued He recognizes the human body as a 
favorable a1iq th;:tf tl-rt} saving during living machir:·e, which, within its own 
the entire te!~·Yeargeriod was 27 per limits of recuperation and with whole 
cent. of the- expectecl .bythe American some environment can be made to 
ff:1\if t:ri;f·~ · ~- ~ DJ~ . Q_:;.~ .rt:ii~i_~l;~ "fi-l-nr~t" f"h ..j"f\ I "' h" r-o'n."";"n ~'";ic:-_---o-"i'-<i::.h-;;;;"~:-,.:f.:, f,~ , 
now 
are few persons in 
are entirely well. Careful examina .. 
tion oft en discloses incipient disease 
even among those who have received 
no warni11•g signs of approaching ill-
ness. 
Trivial defects, if neglected, often 
becomes serious disabilities. Had 
th ese been discovered in time by a 
competent physician, the way would 
have been pointed out to repa ir the 
dam age a lready done and a course s ug-
gested to prevent a recurrence of fur-
ther disease. 
Supposedly well men and women 
often have periods of depression, 
which they la11•guidly attribute to th t:! 
\-Veather or the season of the year. 
They are either under or overweig ht, 
and their appetites are usually jaded. 
YVeek after week they drag a round, 
suffering inconvenience and some-
times serious financial loss, mos t of 
which co uld have been avoid ed had 
th ey consulted a physician at the out-
set. 
The dreaded spectre of serious ill-
ness haunts many people. Instea d of 
findir_.g out the truth through a physi-
cal examination, they wait and are 
only driven to a doctor when the 
spectre has become a reality. 
Impairment of health does not al-
ways m ea ns serious illness. It is often 
the result of improper food values, 
the need of more sunlight, a wrong 
balance of work, rest, or recrea tion. 
When a proper relationshi~ has been 
res tored, health follows as a matter 
of course. Impairmer:•t of health al-
ways follows abnormality in the blood 
or an interference in its circulation. 
Much greater emphasis is laid today 
on the condition of the blood than 
ever before. It is considered by many 
physicians the first line of attack. This 
is where the value of the laboratory 
comes in. Nor mal blood is composed 
of certain elements in certain propor-
tiOI,•S and it is only by analysis that 
the true condition can be ascertained. 
If abnormal , means can then be adopt· 
ed, based on scientific knowledge, to 
correct the condition, either through 
the patient's food, or in some chemical 
form that is assimilable. 
Some persons, however, cannot util-
ize the chemicals their blood lacks 
owing to their inability through cer-
tain• diseased conditions of the system 
VJ-'"' .0. .... .__._. .IJ.i_.O._. _.._..._..._ ...... J o 
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Reminiscences of Dr. C 
W. McCurdy, Former 
(Continued from page 1) 
schools calls for immediate public 
mane! to create the building of more 
colleges and hospitals teaching the 
most modern healing art." 
On being asked his opini on on 
'' ew four-year college requirement 
fore entering a medica l school he said 
that this has become a necessity. "The 
dditional educational requirements 
have become compulsory because of 
the great number of physicians grad-
uated." He feels that in os teopathy 
four years of college training presents 
a thorough knowledge in order to send 
out to the country the gospel of 
os teopathy. It is gradually, yet sin-
cerely and honestly, proven to skep-
tics the great results that can be ob-
ta ined from the complete study of the 
human body. The very fact this par-
ticuar college and hospital is too small 
to cope with this demand warrants 
more confidence and more appreciation 
fro m everybody in every city in the 
union. 
"I have seen in my fifty years of 
actual work how the public changed 
and know that some day not only in 
these United States, but throughout 
Europe, there will be many a college 
and hospital building for the specific 
osteopathic study that will revolution-
ize therapy and acquaint people with 
the fact that their body means more 
than money earned." 
Dr. McCurdy feels that osteopathy 
has kept him alive today arid more 
that he will be in pretty good shape 
in a few days, as soon as he leaves the 
hospital, and hopes to be able to see 
the century mark and also assisrt in the 
dedication of many more colleges. 
Research Animal Hospital 
Dr. J. Ernest Leuzinger, Director 
The continuous demand and need 
for actual live experiments in the 
various laboratories throughout the 
college and hospital made it necessary 
for the development and construction 
of a building to house and breed ani-
mals for this purpose. 
In June 1925, Dr. Leuzinger pur-
chased his first lot of rabbits and 
guinea pigs, and with the aid of a 
capable car·penter, builtJ' an outdoor 
home and hospital to take care of the 
new additions for experiments in the 
laboratories of physiology, pat1i.ology 
and bacteriology. This was a great 
improvement, for in previous years 
animals were purchased as required 
and when needed in a hurry could not 
be immediately obtained. This proved 
very discouraging and the result was 
the dropping of many experiments. 
The remarkable change today with 
hundreds of completed tests and the 
advancement of the class work is evi-
denced by the number of conditions 
found and proved with these 
as subjects. 
The animals are used in special 
chemical and practical tests in blood 
. , .A.t t,hP. I' r.F..-E:.Pn!~t~me ___ the __ rle-
partment of blood · ehe.mistry is using 
them in the vVasserman reaction and 











jects are taken before the entire group 
and both the deparhl'1ents of pathol-
oly and bateriology nr!'d. the work most 
instructive and interesting and from 
a pedagogical viewpo1nt highly satis-
factory. For example/'ii the animals are 
killed and dissected {~efore the class 
and a lecture is given . ;~uring the oper-
ation. The patholog)j •• is immediately 
demonstrated and th~t ribs and spine 
are carefully observed' for specific le-
sions. 
The department is ;rapidly growing 
and the goo(! doctor ·i topes to develop 
experiments this year·'; where the ani -
mals will be properly lesioned, the 
symptoms observed a(1d post-mortems 
prepared for the resu'Jts of these ex-
periments. l 
An additional house d s now rooming 
twelve female cats. ':No experiments 
as yet have been star~ed, but later on 
it is hoped to expe1;iment with the 
sympathetic nervous ~ystem and the 
gastro-intestinal tract. ] 
Last week Dr. Leuzinger found 
among his rabbits peculiar conditions 
in which naso- pharyngeal symptoms 
predominated, and which were very 
contagious. The animals were imme-
diately examined and the ones af-
flicted were found to have a marked 
fixation of the atlas and cervical ver-
tebra. The animals showed all symp-
toms of a high fever and a severe con-
junctivitis and coryza. They devel-
oped a great weakness in a short time, 
but all the reflexes were normal. Five 
animals developed the same condition 
at about an interval of two weeks and 
all died in eight or nine hours after 
being stricken with this malady. The 
smears from the nasal chambers con-
tained a short chain streptococus. The 
post-mortem examination revealed the 
foll owing: 
passing Lincoln lVIonument on right to 
starting point at 19th and Spring Gar-
den Streets. 
The race is sanctioned by Middle 
Atlantic Association Amateur Athletic 
Union. 
The prizes are: First team trophy, 
second team trophy, third team 
trophy, gold, silver and bronze medal 
to first , second and third; gold, silver 
and bronze medal to College of Oste-
opathy men finishing; one gold medal 
for best time. 
A severe general gastro-enteretitis; 
the liver was enlarged, but the spleen 
was normal size. The gall bladder 
showed evidence of an inflammatory 
process, but the heart and lungs 
showed no evidence of pathology. The 
naso-pharynx was badly injected a nd 
both eus tachian tubes were closed by 
adhesions. After this was noticed 
animals later stricken were observed as 
t o their hearing, and it was found that 
the heari ng was completely gone . The 
animals made no movement when a 
noise was made from behind, but die! 
when in front of them. This condition 
was traced to rats getting into the 
pen and no doubt the rat bites caused 
this peculiar virulent septicemea. Ex-
amination of the blood was not taken, 
as the animals were stricken so sud-
denly the time was too short to take 
any specimens. 
Another interesting condition oc-
curred th at occurred among the guinea 
a form of pellagra . This 
developed from eating 
mouldy bran and two animals showed 
gradual symptoms of a paraplegia. 
These animals were segregated and fed 
s and recovered. The sarne ex -
JJ<;: ,rlurt:rtt was reversed with the same 
and a paralysis re-occurred. 
became so severe that the animals 
died and a post-mortem examination 
revea led an atrophy of the muscles of 
the lower extremity, the condition 
being confined to the lumbosacral 
cord of nerves. No brain lesions seemed 
to be present. yet a marked paraplegia 
was evident in both cases. All other 
organs seemed negative. Other ani-
mals were feel the same diet and after 
careful observation it was noted that 
the healthier stock took, a longer time 
to develop these symptoms. 
Tt ca n be readily seen that these 
practical experiments have found a n 
import ant place not only in the class 
room for direct study, but gives each 
depa rtment an additional educational 
and instructive feature. 
Other experiments are being per-
formed by the department of experi-
mental physiology and pathology and 
will appear in Ia ter issues. 
Annual Cross Country Run 
The third annual handicap cross coun-
try run, under the auspices of the Ath-
letic Association of the Philadelphia 
College of Osteopathy will be held 
Saturday, November 19, 1927, at 2.30 
P.M. 
Starting at the College of Oste-
opathy, 19th and Spring Garden 
Streets, the course leads west on 
Spring Garden Street to Pennsylvania 
Avenue, turn left into East River 
Drive to Lincoln Monument, turn 
right into Lincoln Drive ·to Girard 
Avenue Bridge, taking right-hand road 
at forks on Lincoln Drive, run across 
bridge under railroad bridge, then 
across country as marked by flags , 
under connecting railroad bridge, pass · 
ing Sweet Briar Mansion, passing be-
tween Memorial Hall and the General 
Meade Monument, passing Dairy, turn 
right to Japanese Tea Gardens, then 
right around Horticultural Hall. run -
ning across Plaza and around Belmont 
:Mansion to flag as turning point. 
Return by retracing same course to 
Girard Avenue Bridge, turning left 
into and down Brewery Hill to River 
Drive, turning left into River Drive, 
How's Your Golf Score? 
A number of the members of the 
faculty have taken advantage of the 
splendid fall weather to keep in phys-
ical trim by chasing the elusive pill 
.through the rough, into traps and over 
.the greens. That there has been con-
siderable hooking and slicing and not 
a few lost balls is evidenced by the 
·ecent returns for their best 18 holes: 
Dr. Carlton Street --------------- 86 
Dr. W. 0. Galbreath - - - ---------- 96 
Dr. Paul T. Lloyd --------------- 96 
Dr. D . S. B. Pennock ------------112 
Dr. E. 0. Holden -----------------113 
Dr. E. G. Drew ---~------------- --- 114 
Rumor has it that the s tudents of 
:the College are set on a team to repre-
sent the College. A manager-elect is 
1egotiating for matches with several 
:allege teams in this vicinity. Through 
these columns it should not be diffi-
cult for their team to issue a challenge 
to the faculty. 
Sophs Issue Orders 
Organize New Class and Enforce Rules 
Our activities opened with the greet-
ing of the one hundred Freshmen. The 
Frosh rules were given out and due to 
our new policy were readily accepted. 
By the spirit of fellowship and plenty 
of handshakes plus meetings where 
our Alma Mater and College songs 
were sung and College cheers given to 
our very inspiring speakers. The 
Sophomore Class instilled the Spirit of 
Osteopathy and organized the Frosh 
Class into a peppy group that we know 
will carry on the wonderful spirit of 
P. C. 0. 
This second year appealed to us as 
rather hard, but we 
and sailing along 
need here . 
;ides adequate lecture rooms and 
ab0ratories we are promised an audi-
torium that will seat the entire stu-
:lent. body and where we may have 
)ur regular weekly pep meetings; also 
a gymnasium where we may relax in 
,-eal sport and encourage more ath-
letics at P. C. 0. 
Let us all get the Spirit of Oste-
opathy and pep up and go.-H. 0. L. 
Frosh News 
The evening of September 14 nearly 
100 timid Freshr:nen gathered in the 
assembly hall at the Philade lphia Col-
lege of Osteopathy to be gree ted by 
our upper classmen and to meet the 
fa culty, a great many of whom have 
blazed the trail of Osteopathy in the 
Ea~t . We came, ignorant of traditions, 
of the ideals of the pro'fession-we 
left. with faith in Osteopathy , a great 
·espect for our instructors, and a de-
termined resolve to be worthy of our-
selves and the attention given us. 
This resolve has strengthened as 
time has gone on. We are yet Fresh-
men, but in what a different sense. 
Now we are beginning to get an insight 
into the extent of the field of Oste -
Jpathy and particularly of the high 
professional ideals of our instmctors 
and upper classmen. It is to these in-
structors and upper classmen we owe 
our rapid and easy incorporation into 
the spirit of our college, at every turn 
.we have been helped and encouraged 
by them; now we feel we can carry 
on. Our greatest wish is to be able to 
show them the high ideals of the pro-
fession. 
Little did we realize the high 
;cholastic standing required, but with 
the help of our able instructors and 
1uite a few hours of grinding and dig-
ring in text books each night we are 
~oming along in leaps and bounds, es-
pecially in anatomy, when Dr. Green 
wants to know, "If not, why not?" 
The rushing season for the men has 
'ust ended and it finds each fraternity 
with a fine group of men . We hope 
that the interfraternity spirit will be 
)ne of co-operation and not otherwise. 
With this co-operation the school and 
pur class will profit greatly by the 
riendly relationship between the fra-
ternities. 
4 
Research on the 
Chemistry of Odor 
(Continued from page 2) 
able and disagreeable. That this 
method of classification is extremely 
elementary and of no value as a stand-
ard for workable comparisons was first 
proven by us through a number of 
personal determinations. The follow-
ing fifteen odors were dictated to 
sixty-five subjects, selected so as to 
have a heterogenous grouping as to 
age, sex, occupations, etc. They were 
instructed to classify each of the fif-
teen odors as either agreeable or dis-
agreeable. The fifteen odors were: 
( 1) Smoke from a cigar. (2) Smell 
of new-mown hay. (3) Camphor. (4) 
Fried onions. (5) Kerosene or coal 
oil. (6) Melted lard. (7) Cloves. (8) 
Vanilla. (9) Swiss cheese. (101 Leath-
er. (11) Rubber. (12) Coffee, ground. 
(13) Ammonia. (14) Smell of burning 
leaves. (15) Tar. 
After tabulating the results of the 
above experiment, it was found that 
there was no apparent uniformity of 
opinion in classifying the odors as 
either agreeable or disagreeable. For 
instance, the tar smell was given as 
40.3 per cent. agreeable and 59.7 per 
cent. disagreeable. Cloves were found 
to be agreeable to 98.0 per cent. of the 
subjects, while camphor was agreeable 
to 59.8 per cent. Consequently this 
method of classification of odors for 
our own research work was discarded 
as lacking definiteness. 
Another method of odor classifica-
tion was studied with a view for adop-
tion as a standard for ou~ present re-
search work. In this classification we 
have seven different odor bases, as 
follows: 1. Fruity odors. 2. Flowery 
odors (balsams, etc.). 3. 'N oodsv 
odors (sages, teas, herbs, green~, 
etc.). 4. Spicy (a sub-class of 
the woody smells. 5. Tarry odors 
(oils, etc.). 6. Fecal or Caseous 
odors. 7. Ethereal odors. By a 
method of elimination of this list of 
essential elementary odors, together 
with the study of Henning's "Der Ge-
ruch" and the ·splendid work of E. C. 
Crocker and L. F. Henderson. of Ar-
thur D. Little, Inc., on the "Analysis 
and Classification of Odors" (Amer-
ican Perfumer and Essential Oil Re-
view) we have decided on the follow-
ing workable means. ?f cllissifyjng the 
oclorg we are investhrath11< at this 
they 
tions other smell. Ammonia, for 
example, producing the sensation of 
pain, the "onion effect," tear gas, etc. 
2. Fragrant or sweet odors. These 
include all the pleasant, agreeable 
odors of the flowery, fruity, spicy, 
woodsy smells. 
3. Empyreumatic or burnt odors. 
The tarry, oily, smoky, scorchy, gasey 
smells. 
4. Caprylic or oenanthic odors. The 
foul, putrid, fecal, decomposing odors, 
including the cheesy, fishy smells of 
bacteriological and microbiological ori-
gin. 
5. Acid or sour odors. The halogen 
odors, the acid smells of fuming 
acids, sulfur dioxide, the vinegary 
smells of acid fermentations, etc. 
6. Ultra odors. So feeble that only 
a high concentration in the nasal tract 
is necessary before the sensation is 
produced. The so-called ethereal odors. 
The early investigations in this field 
attempted to show that the cause of 
~mel! was a physical one. Light and 
sound had been caused by physical 
stimuli. It was explained that a del-
icate vapor or "aroma" constantly 
arose from odorous substances and 
came in contact with the nasal mem-
branes in which the olfactory nerves 
end and so gave rise to the sensation 
of smell. This theory at first appears 
to be reasonable and tenable. Non-
volatile substances are practically 
odorless, while most volatile sub-
stances possess an odor. British scien-
tists tell us that the sensation of smell 
is produced by molecules of the odor-
ous substances coming in contact with 
the olfactory nerves' sensitive end-
organs in the nose. They believe that 
the atoms making up the molecules of 
each substance have a rate or period 
of vibration peculiar to themselves 
and this vibration is responsible for 
odors and odor values. It follows 
from this hypothesis that molecular 
vibrations in some substances are too 
slow and in others too rapid to be 
detected or perceived as odors. In this 
investigation the term "olfactones" 
was given the vibratory particles with 
the molecule of the odor substance. 
Physiological causes for smell have 
also been advanced. The life process 
usually is accompanied with odor. 
This is modified under pathological 
OSTEOPATHIC DIGEST 
Perthes' or Leggs' Disease 
(Continued from page 2) 
and a greater degree of osseus destruc-
tion present with clinical signs and 
symptoms more severe (greatly in-
creased muscular tension and spasm; 
pain which is frequently worse at 
night, associated with night cries; re-
stricted motion in the hip joint. If 
abscess formation takes place, as it may 
at any stage in tubercular disease of 
the hip joint, the symptoms increase 
in severity and the pain becomes ex-
treme.) 
Treatment-In early cases restric-
tion of motion, rest in bed with ex-
posure to the mercury quartz light or 
direct sunlight. Careful dietary and 
hygienic supervision should be admin-
istered, and if the lesion be one of an 
advanced type, then orthopedic meas-
ures should be considered and a plas-
ter cast applied with leg in a state of 
greatest abduction. vVith improvement 
the symptoms abate and treatment is 
continued until the clinical symptoms 
of the patient are gone and X-ray 
studies show the process arrested and 
the healing process well developed, 
then massage, passive motion and 
graduated exercises are employed in 
order named to help restore motion 
and function to the affected part. 
Prognosis-·-In most cases the prog-
nosis is good, the restoration of func-
tion depending entirely on the extent 
of destruction and proper treatment.-
Dr. Paul T. Lloyd, Roentgenologist, 
Osteopathic Hospital of Philadelphia. 
(Editor's Note: This is the first of 
a series of articles which are sure to 
hold your attention.) 
Prospects Bright lor Suc-
cessful Basketball Season 
(Continued from page 1) 
January 7 ·- West Chester High 
School. 
January 17 -- Wenonah Military 
Academy. 
January IS--Overbrook High School. 
January 24-Palmyra High School. 
February 7-George School. 
Februat·.y 17 Wilmington High 
School. 
February 25 Cape May High 
School. 
February 28-Upper Darby High 
School. 
conditions ofttimes, and a keen sense 
of smell aids a physician to identify 
many diseases. Typhus fever has a 
peculiarly mawkish odor, and the smell 
of smallpox is also characteristic. 
Acute rheumatism is said to be ac-
companied in some instances with an 
acid odor. In the disease of favus, the 
odor is compared to that of mice or a 
menagerie. The smell of acetone in 
acidosis and the latter stages of dia-
betes may also be cited. 
Psychological, bacteriological and 
many other causes have been given 
for odor. It is very doubtful whether 
mechanical stimuli are effective, but 
galvanic stimuli have been shown cap-
able of irritating the olfactory nerves. 
It is our present contention that 
odor is caused by a definite chemical 
reaction and we are now in possession 
of quite abundant evidence leading to 
this belief. The sensation of sight has 
been shown to be chemical in nature 
rather than physical and we are about 
to show also that smell and even taste 
are also strictly chemical in nature 
and not physical, mechanical or psy-
chological. First of all a low molec-
ular weight is accompanied by a 
feeble odor. Carbon compounds low 
in specific gravity are also low in odor. 
To have an odor a compound should 
have a molecular weight at least fif-
teen times that of hydrogen. 
The arrangement of the atoms with-
in the molecule, as shown in many 
isomeric compounds, has a definite ef-
fect on odor. Quinoline and pyridine 
both have distinct odors, although only 
differing in one benzene grouping. 
Alpha-naphthaquinone has an odor 
like quinone, a nut- like pungent smell. 
while its companion beta-naphthaqui-
none has no odor whatsoever. Simi-
larly alpha-naphthalamine has a fecal-
like, caprylic odor, while beta-naph-
thylamine has no odor. 
The evidence that we are now dis-
coyering is not yet in the form for 
publication, nor do we wish to have 
it published at the present time. 
Physicians can aid the writer by re-
porting cases of pathology in which 
altered smell sensations are noted. At 
the writing we are interested to learn 
of the accuracy of smell in pati~nts 
suffering with acidosis. As this da.ta 
and similar data can only be secured 
by the practicing physician, we are 
earnestly hoping that reports will be 
sent to us from time to time.-Prof. 




(Continued from page 1) 
operations during this period and 
there were fifty-nine deliveries in the 
obstetrical department. In the out-
patien•t department 1,112 cases were 
registered, and these patients made 
9,012 visits. Thirty-seven patients oc-
cupy beds today. 
A recognition of the institution's 
worth to the community was attested 
by a certificate of the Philadelphia 
Chamber of Commerce. That body, 
after inspection of the buildings, equip-
ment and financial statement declared 
its belief the hospital merited such 
support as its needs might indicate. It 
could say no more of the largest or 
best !mown institution in the city. 
It had been hoped that ground 
would be broken by this time for the 
erection of new buildings. A site had, 
in fact, been contracted for, this in-
cluding a large club building readily 
convertible for college use. However, 
members of the profession, other than 
those on the board, whose counsel was 
sought, believed larger ground space 
and entirely n•ew structures were nec-
essary to keep abreast with the prog~ 
ress of Osteopathy in the East. There-
fore, purchase commitments were 
rescinded and we are again free to 
acquire land and build as meets the 
judgment of those responsible for the 
affairs of the institution. 
In this connection it is gratifying to 
report that the County Society is 
undertakiDg to secure five·year pledges 
to guarantee the payment of fixed 
charges on indebtedness to be as-
sumed, when and if such fixed charges 
are in excess of revenues applicable to 
that purpose. These pledges the di-
rectors found necessary in order to 
adopt a building program along the 
larger lines believed desirable by the 
profession, without jeopardizing the 
institution's folven•cy. 
The actual start of the building pro-
gram now depends in part upon the 
completion of the pledges referred to. 
Present buildings are in the hands of 
the foremost real estate firm in the 
city, and recent advices are to the 
effect that a sale is impending. \Vhile 
delay is irritating to the profession it is 
not:•e the less so to the directors, upon 
whom rests the responsibility, and 
who feel present embarrassment is 
ferable to unnecessary financial 
a rd. 
The board operates through commit· 
tees, as outlined to the association last 
year, and a report from each follows 
as part of the business of this session. 
Once more it is fitting to acknowl-
edge the invaluable co-operation of 
the Advisory Board, the loyal attet:•· 
tion to duty a11d effective service of 
the superintendent and his staff, and 
the harmonious working of the hos· 
pita! and college personnel. 
Separate tribute is here paid to the 
assistance given by the Women's 
Auxiliary, whose interest and labors in 
behalf of the institutiot:• are of ever-
increasing benefit. 
By order of the board. 
(Signed) ALFRED P. POST, 
President. 
Attested: 
(Signed) EDGAR 0. HOLDEN, 
Secretary. 
Standard Curriculum 
Adopted at Denver 
(Continued from page 2) 
Lab.) ........................ 144 
Diagnostic Clinic (Minimum no. 
of treatments 600, constituting 
clinical practice amounting to 





Acute Infectious Diseases 
Nervous and Mental Diseases, etc. 











Anatomy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 755 
Physiology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 300 
Chemistry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 480 
Pathology and Bacteriology .... 400 
Comparative Therapeutics . . . . . . . 160 
Hygiene and Sanitation . . . . . . . . . 120 
Practice of Osteopathy ......... 1300 
Surgery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 520 
Obstetrics and Gynecology ...... 200 
TOTAL ..................... 4,230 
Osteopaths Subscribe 
To Interest Fund 
(Continued from page 1) 
the subscriber, the other subscribers, 
and the Philadelphia College of Oste-
opathy and the Osteopathic Hospital 
of Philadelphia, that the said sum, or 
any part thereof which may be called, 
shall be used only for the purpose of 
liquidating any annual or semi-annual 
deficit which may exist in interest 
andjor sinking fund requirements of 
said bonds; that payments shall be 
made annually, or semi-annually, as 
required, and within 30 days after call 
from the Treasurer of th€1 said Phila-
delphia College of Osteopathy and the 
Osteopathic Hospital of Philadelphia, 
sent by registered mail to the last 
known post office address of the sub-
scriber; that each call shall specify, 
and each subscriber shall pay, such 
proportion of the total deficit in inter-
est andjor sinking fund, as his sub-
scription bears to the total of said 
subscriptions, not, however, to exceed 
the above stated amount in any one 
year; and that for any annual or semi-
annual period in which the Philadel-
phia College of Osteopathy and the 
Osteopathic Hospital of Philadelphia 
has net income sufficient, and cash 
available, to pay said interest andjor 
sinking fund requirements in full, no 
call shall be made upon the subscriber, 
or any of the subscribers. 
This obligation shall be personal to 
the subscriber, and shall not bind or 
oblige his heirs, executors or admin-
istrators. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have 
hereunto set my hand and seal the 
day of , 1927. 
Signed, Sealed and Delivered in the 
Presence of 
( N arne) ---·--------·------------(Seal) 
(Address,) _ -------------------- _____ _ 
Big Turnout on Dufur Day 
(Continued from page 1) 
activities gave way to movies, which 
were shown by the efforts of Dr. 
D'Eliscu. One was a picture of the 
Osteopathic Convention held at Den-
ver and the other a test of two great 
men's strength. 
The call for supper, which was 
served under the direction of Dr. 
Symington, was given several times. 
before any number of the enthusiastic 
Music for dancing, which 
throughout the evening, was 
by a school orchestra, 
vocal refrains from 'Valter 
which were very well received 
dancers. Such people as Dr. 
Dufur, Dr. and J\Irs. Smith, Dr. 
1\Irs. Clayton and Dr. and Mrs. Bailey 
could be seen mingled among the 
dancers. 
Dufur Day was the most enjoyable 
('av which has been witnessed by the 
student body for some time. vVe wish 
.o extend our appreciation first of all 
.o Dr. Dufur for instituting such a 
lay, and secondly, to the committee 
n charge of the program of the 'day. 
L. G. H. 
Special Treatment in Ear, Nose, 
Throat and Eye. 
Courteous and Thorough Attention 
Given to Referred Cases. 
Dr. Maude F. Barger 
General Practice 
1710 Pacific A venue 
ATLANTIC CITY, N. J. 
Dr. H. Walter Evans 
Osteopath 
1228 W. Lehigh Ave.- Col. 7881 
1521 Spruce 'St.-Pen. 2658 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
STOMACH AND INTESTINES 
Dr. Chas. J. Muttart 
Proctology 
1813 PINE STREET 
Dr. Carlton Street 
1228 W. Lehigh Ave. 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
Diamond 2685 
ELGA S. SHEETS 
Public Stenographer 




DR. FRANK MILLER 
Osteopathic 
Physician 
National Bank of New Jersey Bldg. 
Phone New Brunswick 1452 
Resident Office: 
1015 Park Avenue 
Plainfield, N. J. 
Phone, Plainfield llOO 
Dr. George A. Gercke 
Osteopath 
4671 Griscom Street 
Frankford, Philadelphia 
Telephone, Jefferson 5111 
Dr. Peter H. Brearley 
General Practitioner 
34 s. 16th 
BROTHERS 
ERS & BUILDERS 
Partitions and Additions 




Geo. S. Williamson 
READING TERMINAL MARKET 
12th and Arch Streets 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
OHN B. WILLS, Manager 
BONSOR 
Fancy Poultry 





Phila. Home Made Bread Co. 
Ste. 2525-26-12th below Jefferson St. 
DR. 0. J. SNYDER 
611 Witherspoon Bldg. 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
Pennypacker 1385 
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